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Abstract—Trust-based recommendation systems study how people form opinions via trusted friends, so as to predict unknown ratings

based on the ratings expressed by trusted friends. Most of the existing work only considers the ratings at the current time slot. In real

life, a user’s opinion evolves over time, since he receives the influence of different opinions sequentially. In addition, existing work

usually targets a single user at a time; there is a need to predict multiple ratings for multiple connected users. To reach these ends, we

propose a novel multiple-rating prediction scheme, FluidRating, which uses fluid dynamics theory to reveal the time-evolving

formulation process of human opinions. In this scheme, each user corresponds to a container, and several containers are connected

through single directional pipes, corresponding to influence relations. We identify three features of human personality in the opinion

formulation and propagation process: “persistency” represents how much one insists on his opinion, “persuasiveness” represents the

ability to impact others, and “forgetting” reflects the common truth that people have limited memory. The recommendation (or influence)

is modeled as fluid with two dimensions: its temperature is taken as the “opinion/rating,” and its height is deemed as the persistency.

When new opinions emerge, each person refines his opinion through a round of fluid exchange with neighbors. Opinions of multiple

rounds are aggregated to gain a final prediction. Experimental evaluation in a real data set validates the feasibility and the effectiveness

of the proposed model.

Index Terms—Fluid dynamics theory, personality feature, rating prediction, time-evolving, trust-based recommendation system

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

HIGH-QUALITY and personalized recommendations are a
key feature in many online systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],

[6], [7]. Before recommending an item to a user, we need to
predict if he likes it or not. Much work has been done for
this end [8]. Among them, the trust-based recommendation
system has gained much attention [1], [9], [10], [11], which
explores trusted friends’ opinions as the evidence of recom-
mendation. We study trust-based recommendation in this
paper. Besides trust relations, features of user personalities
will be identified, to better model the opinion formulation
process. We also emphasize the time-evolving feature of
opinion formulation, using fluid dynamics theory.

We consider the setting in which there is a single item of
interest (e.g., a product). A subset of users (raters, denoted
as R) have prior opinions about this item. The remaining
users, (non-raters, denoted as N) have not formed their
opinions, and thus their ratings need to be predicted. In

addition, we convert the trust relations between two users,
say a and a0, into the influence relations [12], which are
based on the following intuition: the more a0 trusts a, the
higher the probability that a can influence a0. Then, all
the users, R

S
N , and the influence relations among them,

are used to construct the rating network. Fig. 1 shows an
example of a rating network, where R ¼ fa1; a2g, and
N ¼ fa3; a4; a5; a6g. The number associated with a node in R
corresponds to a rating. The higher the number, the higher
the rating. The number associated with each edge repre-
sents the influence value from one user to another, which is
determined by the trust between them. We identify three
key issues in users’ opinion formulation, and we map them
with three features of human personality, as follows.

The first key issue in the rating prediction is: Upon receiv-
ing new opinions, how will a user refine his opinion? We observe
that, in real life, whether the user changes his opinion or not
depends on how much he insists on his own opinion, as
well as how much the others insist on theirs. We call this
feature the persistency.

The above issue is suitable for the direct influence from
connected friends. A natural successive question is how
much will the user pass the influence on to the next user, which
is the indirect influence from friends of friends. As in real life,
it depends on the user’s ability to convince others. We
model this feature as the persuasiveness.

Moreover, people usually have a limited memory, indi-
cating that the recent influence usually has the main effect.
This also indicates that the former influence, which he
received long ago, has been either forgotten or blended into
his current opinion. To reflect this point, we abstract this
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feature as the forgetting, which is a necessary mental activity
of human beings [13].

1.1 Motivation

Several models have been proposed to aggregate the trust
information among trusted friends [2], such as TidalTrust
[14], MoleTrust [15], FlowTrust [16], and RN-Trust [17].
These models work in one round, i.e., only the current trust
information is considered. However, in real life, a user’s
opinion evolves with time. This is because he receives the
influence of different opinions at different times, either
directly from his friends, or indirectly from friends of his
friends. Therefore, going one step further, we propose a rat-
ing prediction scheme, FluidRating, to simulate the time-
evolving opinion formulation process as fluid flows, using
fluid dynamics theory.

In addition, most of the existing work targets a single
user at a time. Taking a different view, we consider a multi-
ple-user marketing scenario: service providers or marketers
desire to know the opinions/ratings of multiple users in a
group, particularly those who are the ones that think more
highly of the target item.

1.2 Main Ideas

In FluidRating, a rating network is modeled as a fluid
dynamics system: each node corresponds to a container
with enough volume. Each influence edge corresponds to a
single-direction pipe connecting two containers; Pipes are
installed at the bottom of the containers. The recommenda-
tion (or opinion influence) from friends is captured as
fluid, which has two dimensions: the temperature is taken
as the “opinion/rating,” and its height is deemed as the
“persistency.” The cross-sectional area of a container is used
to reflect the “persuasiveness,” where a larger area indicates

less persuasiveness. In addition, each container has a small
plug at its bottom, through which fluid will leak a little,
reflecting the forgetting feature. Fig. 2 shows the mapping
from features to the resulting fluid dynamics system.

In FluidRating, fluids originate from raters and pass
through non-raters. When there exists a fluid height differ-
ence between two connecting containers, fluid will flow
from one container to another, according to fluid dynamics
theory. When fluid flows, the fluids flowing into a container
will mix with the existing fluids. Then, the fluid tempera-
ture and volume in this container will change, reflecting the
time-evolving properties of opinion formulation. Eventu-
ally, each container will have some fluid. We adopt a discre-
tized approach to computing the temperature change of
each container over the round. The final predicted rating of a
non-rater is a collection of sampled temperatures.

1.3 Contributions

Our contributions are threefold: (1) We present a clean-slate
computational model, FluidRating, based on fluid dynamics
theory that can capture many subtle properties in a time-
evolving recommendation system. Instead of only consider-
ing a static influence at the current time slot, the model takes
opinion refinements collected over time into consideration;
this clearly reveals the time-evolving formulation process of
human opinions. In addition, our model provides two-
dimensional information as the final prediction: the fluid
temperature (i.e., predicted rating) and volume. The latter
can be deemed as the confidence of the predicted rating.
The larger the volume is, the more difficult it is to change
the corresponding rating. (2) We identify three features of
human personality, i.e., the persistency, the persuasiveness,
and the forgetting. We also differentiate direct influence
from directly connected friends and indirect influence from
friends of friends. Both features and influence values are
captured through a simple system consisting of containers
and pipes only. Moreover, multiple ratings of users in a
group can be predicted simultaneously. (3) We conduct
extensive experiments in a real data set (Epinions), which
validates the feasibility of the proposed model, and also
demonstrates its effectiveness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 formulates the
problem. Sections 4 and 5 present the overview of the model
and the algorithm details, respectively. Section 6 analyzes
the properties of FluidRating. Section 7 describes the experi-
mental evaluation. Section 8 concludes this paper and sug-
gests future work.

Fig. 1. An example of a rating network: nodes represent users; weighted
edges represent influence relations; numbers on nodes represent rat-
ings on a given target item.

Fig. 2. (a) shows three features of persistency, persuasiveness, and forgetting, in opinion formulation and propagation, (b) shows three correspond-
ing mappings of fluid height, cross-sectional area of a container, and leak; in addition, influence relation is modeled as a pipe, (c) shows a FluidRating
system for the rating network in Fig. 1.
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2 RELATED WORK

Based on how recommendations are made, recommenda-
tion systems are classified into three categories [18]: the
content-based recommendation, where the user will be
recommended items similar to the ones the user has pre-
ferred in the past; the collaborative recommendation [19],
[20], where the user will be recommended items that peo-
ple with similar preferences have liked in the past; and
the hybrid of the above two. Neighborhood-based recom-
mendation [21] is very popular for its simplicity, effi-
ciency, and high quality recommendation. Our work
focuses on trust-based recommendation, which can be
taken as a collaborative and also neighborhood-based
approach, since trust relations are created based on past
similarities. In this section, we briefly review the litera-
ture of trust models, user opinions, and social influence
that can be used in recommendation.

2.1 Trust Model

Trusted graphs [22] usually are directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs), where trust calculation is simplified as node/edge-
disjointed paths [23], serial-parallel graphs [24], shortest
and strongest paths [14], or paths within a restricted depth
[15]. RN-Trust [17] adopts circuit theory to model the trust
process. FlowTrust [16] considers flow as a trust measure,
where the overall trust is calculated using the network flow
theory. All of the above models calculate trust values in one
round at the current time slot. Personalized PageRank [1],
[25] is time-evolving, based on the Markov chain model.
FluidRating uses fluid dynamics theory to relate time-evolv-
ing temperature changes to opinions/rating refinements. It
is more general than other trust models, in that it can be
incorporated as the first step to construct the subgraph,
based on which the fluid dynamics system can be set up.

2.2 User Opinion/Rating

User opinion is usually represented as a numeric value on
an online web site. Anderson et al. [1] uses a finite integer
set with {+, -, 0} representing positive, negative, and no
(neutral) ratings. In FluidRating, opinion is measured by
fluid temperature, which can easily be updated based on
the volume and temperature of the new fluid. In addition,
people can be associated with both an innate opinion and
an expressed opinion [26] for a given topic. The former is
formed independent of social interactions, while the latter
could be shaped by others [27]. In FluidRating, the two
kinds of opinions can be easily treated with the initial and
mixed fluid.

2.3 Social Influence

Zhu et al. [28] find that a person’s opinion is significantly
swayed by others’ opinions. Bakshy et al. [29] validate that
stronger ties are individually more influential, while weak
ties are responsible for the propagation of novel informa-
tion. Ma et al. [30] proposed using heat diffusion to simulate
influence propagation, and they aimed to solve the influ-
ence maximization problem [31]. The proposed FluidRating
scheme takes the finding in [28] as a foundation: when new
opinions come, each person will refine his opinion (through
a round of fluid exchange with neighbors).

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first describe the settings of a trust-based recommenda-
tion system. Then, we formulate the problem. Notations
used in this paper are described in Table 1. We first define
the rating network as:

Definition 1. A rating network is a directed graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ,
where V is a set of nodes, and E � V 2 is a set of directed
edges. Each edge eaa0 has the direction from node a to a0,
associated with a weight waa0 indicating the influence value
from a to a0.

The node set V ¼ fa1; a2; :::; am; amþ1; :::; an�1; ang consists
of two types of nodes: raters who have formed their opin-
ions, R ¼ fa1; a2; :::; amg, and non-raters who have not
formed their opinions,N ¼ famþ1; :::; an�1; ang.

Two types of users take different roles: raters (R) have
formed their opinions, and thus serve as the source of opin-
ions. Non-raters (N) connect raters and other non-raters,
and take the roles of receiving and propagating influence,
i.e., they will be influenced by some raters, and then, will
propagate the influence to other non-raters.

In addition, we have the following observations: (1) The
opinions of non-raters evolve with time, while those of
raters do not. (2) Each non-rater can refer to multiple opin-
ions from friends (raters or non-raters), and form his own
opinion. (3) All the influence from raters, or non-raters, to
others are independent.

Next, we formally define three features of human person-
ality in the recommendation system, as follows:

Definition 2. The persistency of a user’s opinion represents the
force or the degree to which one insists on his own opinion.

Definition 3. The persuasiveness of a user represents the force
or the degree to which one can convince others to accept his
opinion.

Definition 4. The forgetting of a user represents the degree/
proportion with which one forgets (or gives up) his former
opinions, in order to accept new opinions.

Here, the influence is directional from the user with
higher persistency to the user with lower persistency. For
two connected users a and a0, a can only influence a0 if a has
a higher persistency.

TABLE 1
Notations

Symbol Description

G ¼ ðV;EÞ rating network
R rater set fa1; a2; :::; amg
N non-rater set famþ1; :::; an�1; ang
V ¼ R

S
N node set with a total of n nodes

a=a0=a00 node a, outgoing/incoming neighbor of a
Na=N

out
a =Nin

a
whole/outgoing/incoming neighbor set of a

eaa0=waa0=vaa0 edge/weight/flow velocity
i=D sample index/sample interval
haðiÞ=saðiÞ=taðiÞ height/volume/temperature in a
saa0 ðiÞ=taa0 ðiÞ volume/temperature from a to a0
b cross-sectional area of a container
l the leak
u the initial maximum fluid height of non-raters
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In fact, the persistency and the persuasiveness are not inde-
pendent. Generally speaking, people who are more persua-
sive are more persistent in regard to their own opinion. For
two users a and a0, suppose the persuasiveness of a is larger
than that of a0. Then, receiving the same amount of influence,
a should be able to generate a larger persistency than a0.

Based on this, we define the problem as follows:
Time-evolving rating prediction problem. Given a rating net-

work G ¼ ðV;EÞ with V ¼ R
S

N , R is the set of raters and
N is the set of non-raters whose ratings on a target item
need to be predicted. The task is to design a scheme to pre-
dict the ratings of non-raters in N efficiently, and to capture
the time-evolving opinion formulation process, as well as to
refine opinions using the features of users, such as the per-
sistency, the persuasiveness, and the forgetting.

4 OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

We first describe the basic social and physical principles that
our model should obey. Then, we describe the overview of
FluidRating, which uses a novel approach of applying fluid
dynamics theory in trust-based recommendation systems.

4.1 Basic Social Principles

Since we are focusing on how the current user will refine
and form his opinion in a recommendation system, we con-
sider the scenarios in our real life experience. In most of the
rating-based system, users can register and express their
own personal opinions on products. These reviews will
influence future customers’ impressions on the item being
discussed. The first rating a user reads will give him the first
impression of the related item, which we call the first influ-
ence. This mainly depends on the way that the system dis-
plays the ratings. In real examples including eBay (eBay.
com), Amazon (Amazon.com), and Taobao (Taobao.com),
the default setting is that most new reviews are displayed
first. Users can also manually choose to display the most
helpful reviews first. In Epinions (Epinions.com), every
member maintains a “web of trust”, which consists of other
members who are trusted, and by which the Epinions Web-
site displays reviews by trusted friends first. Our work is
considering a system such as Epinions.

In addition, some users insist more on their opinions. It is
natural that people takes those opinions more seriously,
which we call stronger influence. We extract the following
two ground truths from real life. They serve as general rules
for the model design:

Principle 1 (First Influence Dominates). The first influ-
ence makes more of an impact on a user’s opinion.

Principle 2 (Stronger Influence Dominates). The recent
influence makes more of an impact on a user’s opinion.

Principle 1 is also called the first impressions [32] phenom-
enon in psychology. As mentioned in a proverb, “first
impressions are lasting impressions.” In our container-pipe
setting, early fluids in a container will have a higher likeli-
hood of determining the final rating than will later ones.
This is because the fluid from neighboring containers will
not flow into the current container unless their fluid levels
are higher (i.e., more certain). For Principle 2, people usu-
ally have a limited amount of storage for memory, indicat-
ing that the recent influence usually has more of an impact,

with a possible exception of first impressions. To reflect this
point, we abstract this feature as forgetting.

Principle 1 will be used to guide the selection of aggrega-
tion sequence. Principle 2 will be used to model the refine-
ment of opinion.

4.2 Basic Physical Principles

Given a FluidRating system, fluid will flow from raters to
non-raters in N . There are two basic physical principles that
FluidRating should obey as a closed system:

Principle 3 (Mass Conservation [33]). The mass of an
closed system must remain constant over time.

Principle 4 (Energy Conservation [33]). The total energy of
an isolated system cannot change over time.

FluidRating takes a single type of fluid which has a con-
stant density. Hence, fluid volume is proportional to the
mass. Principle 3 will be used for maintaining the fluid
volume conservation when we conduct fluid updates.
Principle 4 will be applied to calculate the updated tempera-
ture when fluids are mixed.

4.3 Model the Recommendation

We view the time-evolving formulation process of human
opinions as follows: each user first receives the influence from
directly connected friends, and updates his own opinion
accordingly; he then propagates his opinion to other friends.
In this way, for each user, the first influence he receives is the
direct influence, while the later ones are mixtures of direct
and indirect influences. The process can be done iteratively.

4.3.1 The Model

A rating network is modeled as a fluid dynamics system
(Algorithm 1): each user corresponds to a container with
enough volume so that fluid will never overflow. Contain-
ers are connected through single-direction pipes, which cor-
respond to the influence edges in the rating network.
Recommendation is modeled as fluids, which originate
from raters, and pass through non-raters. The ratings of
users are modeled as the fluid temperature, and the persis-
tency of the opinion of the corresponding user is measured
as the fluid height. The persuasiveness of a user is reflected
by the cross-sectional area b. The total amount of influence
(or recommendation) is the volume of the fluid.

Algorithm 1. Initialization(G;N)

Input: G, a rating network.
Output: G0, a FluidRating system for N .
1: For each rater/non-rater, set up a container with enough

volume, so that fluid will not overflow.
2: for each rater in G do
3: Set the fluid temperature in its container to be equal to its

rating, and height be h.
4: for each non-rater in G do
5: Randomly set the fluid temperature in its container to fall

in the range of ½1; 5�, and height in ½0; u�.
6: for each influence edge from a to a0 in G do
7: Set up a single-direction pipe from a to a0 in G0.

Both the direct and indirect influences are modeled
through fluid exchanges among connecting containers.
When there exist fluid height differences, we can obtain the
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speed of efflux by using basic fluid dynamics theory, and
thus, can cope with the fluid updating.

We adopt a discretized approach to computing the tem-
perature change over the round (or time slot), with each slot
having a duration of D. A total of k samples of the fluid tem-
peratures in a non-rater’s container are collected, and aggre-
gated to get the final temperature (i.e., the ultimate opinion).
Then, the process of time-evolving rating prediction is
converted into the fluid temperature and volume updating
through multiple rounds.

4.3.2 Assumptions

We make the following assumptions: (1) We assume the
whole system to be a closed one. Besides the containers and
pipes converted from a rating network, it has the outer part,
consisting of very large containers that have enough fluid to
supply each rater’s container, respectively; and an addi-
tional large container that can hold all the fluid leaks from
each rater or non-rater’s container. (2) We assume that the
fluid temperature in each container will not change until
there is some incoming fluid. That is, the container, the
pipes, the one-way valve, and the plug at the bottom are
associated with temperature insulating material. In addi-
tion, we neglect the effect of natural cooling. In this way,
connecting containers can keep their own fluid tempera-
tures. (3) Similar to [1], we assume that raters’ ratings and
persistency will not change. The insight behind this phe-
nomenon is that, when a user has enough first-hand experi-
ence, he will not listen to other second-hand opinions.
(4) We assume that the leakage by the plug is relatively
small compared to all of the fluid in a container. That is,
there will always be some fluid in a container (it will never
be completely empty). (5) To predict the rating and provide
a proper recommendation for a given user, it is almost
impossible to take all nodes into consideration. Therefore, a
subgraph is expected to improve the efficiency. It can be
constructed as follows: beginning at the target group of
non-raters, add in neighbors who are raters or who can
reach raters within a given maximum length; Next, add in
all edges among the added nodes. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume that there is already a subgraph, based on
which, the FluidRating system can be set up. (6) We assume
the rating falls in the range of [1, 5].

4.4 FluidRating System Setup

The FluidRating system consists of three parts: the contain-
ers, the pipes between containers, and the fluid flowing
among the containers and pipes. Algorithm 1 shows the ini-
tialization process. Fig. 2c illustrates an example of the Fluid-
Rating system corresponding to the rating network in Fig. 1.

The containers. We relate each node to a container with
enough volume (i.e., large enough so that fluid can never
overflow). Moreover, all containers are put on the same
level, to make sure that the fluid in all containers have the
same atmospheric pressure on the surface. The cross-
sectional area b essentially reflects the persuasiveness of the
corresponding node, i.e., how effectively he can persuade
neighbors.

The pipes. Each edge eaa0 is related to a directional pipe
from the container of a to a0, the cross-sectional area of

which is equal to waa0 , and the direction of which is consis-
tent with the influence relations. The directional pipe is
implemented through installing a one-way valve. Again, it
is worth noting that, the one-way valve is associated with
temperature-insulating material, so that fluid temperature
is isolated in each container. All the pipes are installed at
the bottom of connecting containers. Based on Principle 2,
stronger influence dominates; only when a container has a
larger fluid height (indicating larger persistency), will the
fluid flow to its neighbors and mix with their fluids.

The fluid. We assume that there is a single type of fluid in
FluidRating. As shown in line 2 in Algorithm 1, we maintain
the fluids in the container of each rater to be a height of h by
injecting fluid continuously, indicating that their persis-
tency is stable. Their ratings are initialized as the fluid
temperatures.

As for the non-raters, although they have not expressed
their ideas, due to the external influence [34] or the intui-
tion, they may have some innate opinions on the target [27].
However, how to get the initial opinion is out of the scope
of this paper. [27] provides a method to induce the innate
opinion through debiasing the expressed opinion. Here,
we set the initial fluid height of the non-raters randomly in
the range of ½0; u�, with u <¼ h; meanwhile, the initial fluid
temperature is in the range of ½1; 5�.

In Algorithm 1, each rater and non-rater are considered
once (lines 1-5), with the time complexity of being OðjV jÞ.
Each edge is transformed into a pipe, with time complexity
OðjEjÞ. Therefore, the final time complexity of Algorithm 1
is OðjV j þ jEjÞ.

5 FLUIDRATING: ALGORITHM DETAILS

In this section, we introduce the details of FluidRating,
which consist of three steps (Algorithm 2): fluid updating
preparation, fluid updating execution, and sample aggrega-
tion. First, we present how the fluid will flow and how the
flowed fluids will mix up, according to fluid dynamics the-
ory. Then, sampled temperatures of multiple rounds are
aggregated to obtain a final opinion.

We show how fluid flows among containers and pipes,
from the view of a discrete time system. Without loss of
generality, we consider that the fluid updating is done syn-
chronously at the end of each time slot.

Algorithm 2. FluidRating(G0; N)

Input: G0, a FluidRating system.
Output: tamþ1

; . . . ; tan , temperature of non-raters inN .
1: Let k be the total number of samples (time slots).
2: for i ¼ 0 to k do
3: for each pipe from a to a0 do
4: if haðiÞ > ha0 ðiÞ then
5: Record the volume/temperature of the flowed fluid

(Eqs. (1) and (2)).
6: for each rater’s container do
7: Fill fluid to maintain its height/temperature.
8: for each non-rater’s container do
9: Update fluid height/temperature (Eqs. (6) and (7)).
10: Record fluid temperatures in non-raters’ containers.
11: Aggregate the fluid samples (Section. 5.3).
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5.1 Fluid Updating Preparation

First, let us consider a single pipe, say the pipe connecting a
and a0, with the cross-sectional area waa0 . At the beginning
of the ith time slot, if fluid height in a is higher than that in
a0 (i.e., haðiÞ > ha0 ðiÞ), then the fluid will flow from a to a0

with a duration of D. The basic theory here is Torricelli’s
law [33]. It states that the speed of efflux, v, of a fluid
through a sharp-edged plug at the bottom of a tank filled to
a depth h is the same as the speed that a drop of fluid would

acquire in falling freely from a height h, i.e., v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gh

p
,

where g is the gravitational acceleration. As an application
of this law, the speed of the fluid flows in our case will be

vaa0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gðha � ha0 Þ

p
.

5.1.1 The Updating Volume

Considering the cross-sectional area waa0 and the duration of
time slot D, the volume of flowed fluid in ith D can be calcu-
lated as:

saa0 ¼ vaa0 � waa0 � D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2g½haðiÞ�ha0 ðiÞ�

p
� waa0 � D; (1)

where D is set to be small enough so that saa0 < sa. That is,
the amount of the outgoing fluid cannot be larger than the
total fluid in a container. It is worth noting that, according
to the basic physical theory, when only considering the two
connected containers a and a0, the fluid height relation will
not be reversed, as follows.

Lemma 1. Suppose a physical system has only two connecting
containers a and a0 (with the same surface pressures). If the
fluid heights at the beginning meet the condition of ha > ha0 ,
then, after any time, it would not happen that ha < ha0 .

The insight behind Eq. (1) is that, the influence received by
a person from a friend is proportional to the square root of
their persistency difference, the influence value from this
friend to him, and the time length. Moreover, in FluidRating,
as time passes, some fluid flows from a a to a0. Then,
the height difference will become smaller; this leads to the
decrease of fluid speed. The process is very similar to
the influence process in real life: at the beginning, two friends
may be very different from one another; they influence each
other with interactions; then, their differences become fewer.

5.1.2 The Updating Temperature

As for the temperature of the flowed fluid from a to a0, we
consider it to be the same as that of a, as follows:

taa0 ðiÞ ¼ taðiÞ: (2)

In addition, we define the uniform leakage proportion to
reflect the forgetting feature, as in the following:

lðiÞ ¼ l; l 2 ½0; 1�: (3)

That is, at the end of each time slot, fluid in a container will
leak proportionally to its volume.

5.2 Fluid Updating Execution

In this section, we describe how the flowed fluids mix up
with the remaining fluid in the containers.

5.2.1 The Updated Volume

According to the law of mass conservation, the fluid in the
amount of saa0 , will flow out from a, and flow into a0. For a
given container a, at the end of the ith time slot, the volume
of fluid in a, before it leaks (denoted as ~saðiþ 1Þ), will be:

~saðiþ 1Þ ¼ saðiÞ �
X

a02Nout
a

saa0 þ
X

a002Nin
a

sa00a; (4)

where Nout
a and Nin

a represent the outgoing and incoming
containers of a, respectively.

To reveal the forgetting feature, we let the fluid leak a lit-
tle. Then, the final volume will be:

saðiþ 1Þ ¼ ~saðiþ 1Þ � ð1� lÞ; (5)

where l is the leak proportion.

5.2.2 The Updated Height

Since the height (representing the persistency) will impact
whether fluid will flow, we calculate it as follows:

haðiþ 1Þ ¼ saðiþ 1Þ=b; (6)

where b is the cross-sectional area of a container a, and it
represents the persuasiveness of the corresponding node.

5.2.3 The Updated Temperature

Since we use a single type of fluid, then the specific heats are
the same and can be overlooked. According to Principle 4,
the law of energy conservation, the fluid temperature after
mixing up is:

taðiþ 1Þ ¼
taðiÞ �

�
saðiÞ �

P
a02Nout

a
saa0

�þP
a002Nin

a
½ta00a � sa00a�

~saðiþ 1Þ ; (7)

which is essentially
Pðvolume � temperatureÞ=P volume.

The first part of the numerator is the remaining fluid in con-
tainer a, while the second part is the fluid that has flowed
from other containers.

For the fluid system in Fig. 2c, part of its fluid updating
process is shown in Fig. 3 (k ¼ 100;D ¼ 0:04). The known
conditions are: ha3 ¼ ha4 ¼ h, ta3 ¼ 5 and ta4 ¼ 3. The trends

of fluid heights and temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.

5.3 Sample Aggregation

We aggregate the fluid temperature of a non-rater in differ-
ent time slots to gain a final temperature (i.e., a final opin-
ion or rating). We design four aggregation methods and
compare their effects in experiments. It is worth noting
that, all the methods consider the time-evolving effects,
since a new round of fluid exchange is based on the results
of all past rounds.

5.3.1 FluidRating I

Uniform aggregation. That is, each sample is given the
same weight, i.e., tan ¼ Pk

i¼1 q � tanðiÞ, where q is the weight

for each sample, and
Pk

i¼1 q ¼ 1. Then, the aggregation
sequence is fq; q; q; :::g.

5.3.2 FluidRating II

Descending aggregation. That is, the earlier samples are given
more weight, and vice versa. An example of descending
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aggregation can be: tan ¼ Pk
i¼1 q

i � tanðiÞ, where qi is the

weight for the ith sample, and
Pk

i¼1 q
i ¼ 1. Then, the aggrega-

tion sequence is fq; q2; q3; :::g.

5.3.3 FluidRating III

Ascending aggregation. That is, the later samples are given
more weight, and vice versa. An example of ascending
aggregation can be: tan ¼ Pk

i¼1 q
k�iþ1 � tanðiÞ, where qk�iþ1 is

the weight for the ith sample, and
Pk

i¼1 q
k�iþ1 ¼ 1. Then,

the aggregation sequence is fqk; qk�1; :::; q2; qg.

5.3.4 FluidRating IV

No aggregation. That is, only the last sample is taken as the
final temperature.

The time complexity of Algorithm 2 can be calculated as
follows: in a single time slot, each container and pipe is con-
sidered once, the time complexity of which is OðjV j þ jEjÞ;
there are a total of k time slots, so the final time complexity
is OðkjV j þ kjEjÞ. Over a time period, the updating of fluid
temperature and volume in containers can be deemed as
a state transition from one to the next. At a specific time
slot, say tðiÞ, only one array is used to record the current
fluid state in pipes; two arrays are needed to store the cur-
rent state (temperature/height) and the next state of con-
tainers, respectively. The space cost is OðjEjÞ for pipes, and
OðjV jÞ for containers. n�m additional arrays are used for
recording the k samples of fluid temperatures in aj 2 N

(j 2 ½mþ 1; n�), with space cost OðkjNjÞ. Therefore, the total
space complexity is OðjV j þ jEj þ kjN jÞ.

6 THE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the properties of FluidRating
on two aspects: its convergence and its conformity with
social and physical principles. We also analyze its explain-
ability of recommendation and make deep discussions in
the Appendix.

6.1 Convergence Analysis

We first summarize two properties on the fluid heights in
FluidRating. Then we analyze the convergence.

Theorem 1. In FluidRating, non-raters’ fluid heights will not be
larger than raters’ fluid heights, h.

Proof. We can proof this by contradiction. Suppose there
exists a non-rater a, whose fluid height ha is larger than
h. There are two possible cases about the fluid in a.

Case 1: fluid in a comes directly from some rater b,
which indicates that, in the beginning, h < ha. In this
case, according to Lemma 1, it will never happen that
ha > h. Therefore, it contradicts with the statement.

Case 2: fluid in a comes directly from some non-rater c
(whose fluid height is hc), which indicates that hc > ha.
Since ha > h, we have hc > h. Then, we can study the
same cases, from which c’s fluid comes. Iteratively doing
this eventually results in some non-rater whose fluid
comes directly from a rater. Then, the case is converted
into case 1, which has a contradiction. tu

Theorem 2. In FluidRating, after a sufficient time period, all
non-raters’ fluid heights will be equal to h.

Proof. Suppose there exists a non-rater a, whose fluid height
ha is not equal to h. According to Theorem 1, it cannot be
ha > h. Then, it must be ha < h. Again, there are two
possible cases about the fluid in a.

Case 1: fluid in a comes directly from some rater b. In
this case, because ha < h, and there is a pipe from b to a,
the fluid will flow from b to a, until ha ¼ h.

Case 2: fluid in a comes directly from some non-rater c
(whose fluid height is hc). If hc > ha, there will be flow
from c to a until hc ¼ ha. Then, we can study the same
two cases from which c’s fluid directly comes. Iteratively
doing this will eventually result in some non-rater whose
fluid directly comes from a rater. Then, this case is
converted into case 1. tu

As shown in Fig. 4, the height and temperature become
stable after a certain time period. Moreover, after enough
rounds, the fluid heights turn to be equal to h ¼ 10, which is
consistent with Theorems 1 and 2. We further test the result
when considering the leakage function in Eq. (3), and the
result is very similar.

The insight behind this phenomenon is the opinion for-
mulation process. At the very beginning, a person has no
idea of the given target item. Upon receiving opinions from
others, he formulates and refines his own opinion. In addi-
tion, the opinion of a person becomes more and more
mature, indicating increased persistency. Moreover, the
opinion matures quickly at the beginning, and slows down
later. The amount of increased persistency decays with
time. The simulation result is consistent with our real-world
experiences.

Fig. 3. The illustration of fluid updating from the 0th to 1th D; and fluid
heights change from 16th to 20th D.

Fig. 4. The fluid temperature and height for the example scenario in
Fig. 1, k ¼ 2;000;D ¼ 0:003; h ¼ 10, b equals to 0:75 for a3, 0:5 for a6),
and 1 for others.
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6.2 Conformity with Basic Principles

The proposed FluidRating model is consistent with both the
basic social principles and physics principles.

6.2.1 Conformity with Principle 1

We use a simple linear configuration of container-pipe (see
Fig. 5) to show that FluidRating preserves Principle 1. In this
configuration, each of four linearly connected non-raters (ai,
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) is connected to a distinct rater (a�i). Sink a5 is
only connected to a4. In the configuration of Fig. 5, we con-
ducted an experiment to calculate the percentages of fluids
from four raters in the sink. Each rater selects a fluid height
randomly from [1], [10]. The higher the fluid level is, the
more chances it has to reach the sink. The results from 10,000
random samples show the following percentages: 0.73 for
a�4, 0.22 for a�3, 0.04 for a�2, and 0.01 for a�1, a clear indica-
tion of first impressions (i.e., the closer one gets to have more
chances of reaching the sink). Table 2 shows the fluid heights
and fluid source percentages from four raters after different
iterations. A total of 100 rounds are tested for initiating rater
heights of 2, 5, 9, and 4 for a�1, a�2, a�3, and a�4, respectively.
The 100-round simulation shows the first impression for this
case at a5, where 0.62 is from a�4, and 0.38 is from a�3 (even
though a�3 has a larger height).

6.2.2 Conformity with Principle 2

In FluidRating, a larger height indicates stronger persis-
tency. To update fluid in containers, we look at each
pipe. For the pipe from a to a0, according to Torricelli’s
law, only when ha > ha0 will fluid flow and mix. It is
consistent with Principle 2, i.e., only when another’s per-
sistency is larger, will the current user take the advice
and refine his own opinion.

6.2.3 Conformity with Principle 3

Since we consider a single type of fluid in FluidRating, the
conservation of volume is equivalent to that of mass. The
fluid volume in FluidRating remains unchanged, because
for each step of updating, the fluid flowing in a pipe is
always equal to the fluid flowing out of that pipe. Therefore,
the total amount of fluid remains unchanged.

6.2.4 Conformity with Principle 4

According to physics, the fluid energy is equivalent to the
product of fluid mass, temperature, and specific heat. In
FluidRating, with several parts of the fluid being mixed, the
final temperature is calculated according to the energy
before being mixed (Eq. (7)). Therefore, Principle 4 holds.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of FluidRating
with experiments in a real social network data set.

7.1 Experimental Design

7.1.1 Data Set and Preprocess

As far as we know, Epinions is a good testbed, which is
widely used in the research of trust-based recommendation.
The main reason is that it includes both the information of
user trust relationships and user/item ratings. Users can
review items and assign them numeric ratings in the range
of [1, 5]. They can also build their own trust network by
adding the people whose reviews they think are valuable.
We use the data set of Epinions.com published by Massa
and Avesani [9]. It consists of 49,290 users who rated a total
of 139,738 different items at least once. The total number of
reviews is 664,824. The total number of issued trust state-
ments is 487,181. Since we focus on the time-evolving opin-
ion formulation, we do not run experiments on the whole
data set. Alternatively, we extract a subset: we randomly
choose 1,000 users; for each user, we choose at most six
items that he has given ratings, and that rating can be pre-
dicted by the rating network. Finally, we restrict the maxi-
mum length to be 6, and a total of 5,548 pairs of users/items
that can be predicted are selected. Table 3 shows the cover-
age of the selected sub data set, measuring the percentage
of user/item pairs that can be predicted.

7.1.2 Evaluation Method

We use the leave-one-out method to evaluate the perfor-
mance [9], [10]. If there is a user providing a rating to an
item, the rating is masked and predicted through algo-
rithms based on the rating network. Then, we compare the
calculated value with the masked value.

For a given test pair, we first construct a rating network,
by identifying raters and non-raters: the former are the users’
friends within a given hop who have rated the item, while

Fig. 5. A linear network.

TABLE 2
The Height (First Column) and Percentage of Different Raters (Second Column) in Containers a1 � a5 in Fig. 5

round a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

1 0.06 (1,0,0,0) 0.10 (0,1,0,0) 0.13 (0,0,1,0) 0.09 (0,0,0,1) 0.00 (0,0,0,0)
2 0.13 (0.94,0.06,0,0) 0.20 (0,0.96,0.04,0) 0.25 (0,0,1,0) 0.17 (0,0,0.05,0.95) 0.01 (0,0,0,1)
3 0.20 (0.90,0.09,0,0) 0.29 (0,0.94,0.06,0) 0.35 (0,0,1,0) 0.25 (0,0,0.08,0.92) 0.03 (0,0,0.03,0.97)
50 2.02 (0.40,0.49,0.11,0) 2.29 (0,0.73,0.27,0) 2.50 (0,0,1,0) 1.91 (0,0,0.47,0.53) 1.58 (0,0,0.28,0.72)
100 2.46 (0.33,0.52,0.15,0) 2.47 (0,0.57,0.43,0) 2.46 (0,0,1,0) 2.37 (0,0,0.71,0.29) 2.34 (0,0,0.38,0.62)

TABLE 3
The Coverage with Different Lengths

Length 1 2 3 4 5 6

Coverage(%) 62.49 78.84 85.74 89.76 96.4 100
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the latter are those who have not. Based on this, we relate
users with containers and ratings as fluid temperatures, and
then conduct multiple rounds of fluid updating using the
FluidRating scheme. The temperatures of non-raters are col-
lected and aggregated as their final predicted ratings.

7.1.3 Accuracy Metrics

Wemainly consider the following four metrics for rating pre-
diction accuracy (similar to [22]), representing the ability of
predicting whether a predicted rating is consistent with the
real rating.

� Precision. Ph ¼ Ah \Bh=Bh, Pl ¼ Al \Bl=Bl, where
Ah is the number of users who give a rating higher
than 3 (the default threshold for the range [1, 5]), in
the data set; and Bh is the number of that by predic-
tion through the algorithm. Al and Bl are of similar
meaning, but with a rating lower than 3.

Precision is the ratio of both the predicted and real
higher (or lower) ratings over the predicted higher
(or lower) ratings. A higher precision indicates a
higher prediction accuracy.

� Recall. Rh ¼ Ah \Bh=Ah, Rl ¼ Al \Bl=Al. Recall is
the ratio of both the predicted and real higher
(or lower) ratings over the real higher (or lower)
ratings. A higher recall indicates a higher predic-
tion accuracy.

� FScore. Fh ¼ 2RhPh=ðRh þ PhÞ, Fl ¼ 2RlPl=ðRl þ PlÞ.
Usually, there is a tradeoff between precision and
recall. Therefore, FScore is used to measure the accu-
racy using Recall and Precision jointly.

� The root mean squared error (RMSE) [10] is used to
measure the error in rating prediction: RMSE ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPðru;i � ^ru;iÞ2=D
q

, where D is the total number of

user/item pairs that can be predicted, and ru;i and
^ru;i denote the real and predicted ratings, respec-
tively. A smaller RMSE indicates a higher prediction
accuracy.

7.1.4 Algorithms for Comparison

We select the following algorithms for comparison: (1) Tidal-
Trust [14]. It finds all trusted raters with the shortest
path distance from the sink, and aggregates their ratings,
weighted by the trust between the sink and these raters.
(2) MoleTrust [15]. It considers all raters up to a maximum-
depth, which is given as an input, and is independent of
any specific user and item. (3) Random Walk. Similar to
[10], we set different thresholds on the number of steps in a
random walk. (4) Personalized PageRank [1]. We take the
result when it converges (e.g., the variation between two
rounds is less than 0.001), with a minimum of 100 rounds.
Table 4 shows the parameter settings.

7.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results of our experiments.
First we describe the findings of “first influence,” then we
analyze the effects of each impacting factor.

7.2.1 The Existence of the “First Influence”

We observe the first influence phenomenon through all
experiments, as shown in Fig. 6. Figs. 6a and 6b show four
different patterns of four user/item pairs, where the real
ratings of TestPairs 1, 2, and 4 are higher than the predicted
rating, and that of TestPair 3 is lower. For TestPair 1, the
real rating is 5, and the predicted rating first decreases
when the number of samples, that is k, increases from 1 to 6;
it then remains stable during the period afterward. For Test-
Pair 2, there is a fluctuation when k varies from 2 to 6, then
to 11 and 19. It first decreases, then increases, and finally
stabilizes. TestPairs 3 and 4 show other patterns. The point
is, in all of the four patterns, the first samples give predic-
tions more close to the real truth.

In fact, this finding is a general phenomenon in the data
set; for the sub-data set we use, the average rating when k is
small is very close to the the real average rating, and when k
becomes larger, the gap between real and predicted ratings

TABLE 4
Parameter Settings

Parameter Description Value

h fluid height in rater’s container 10
b cross-sectional area of containers {1; 0:75; 0:5}
k number of rounds [1, 250]
D time slot 0.04
u maximal initial height [0, 8]
l leak proportion [0, 0.01]

q
uniform aggregation 1=k
nonuniform aggregation ½0:1; 0:9�

Note: b represents the persuasiveness of a person. Currently, we set it to be 3 lev-
els for simplicity. The value is set based on an intuition that, the more items that
a person has known, the more persuasive he is. When he has rated more than five
items, b ¼ 0:75; when the number comes over 10, b ¼ 0:5; otherwise, b ¼ 1.

Fig. 6. The phenomenon of the first influence. (a) and (b) show four different patterns of four user/item test pairs. (c) shows the predicted
rating of 100 test pairs.
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decreases gradually. This also indicates the refinements of
users’ opinions.

In addition, we record the predicted ratings and find that,
real higher ratings tend to be predicted to be lower, while real
lower ratings tend to be predicted as higher. It indicates that,
our FluidRating model essentially takes into consideration
another important phenomenon in social life: conformity.
That is, a user’s opinion usually tends to become closer to
that of his friends. Moreover, it also shows that the real opin-
ion formulation process is very complicated, and is accompa-
niedwith self opinion, peer influence, and group conformity.

Fig. 6c displays the results of 100 randomly chosen user/
item pairs. It shows that, in some cases, the predicted rating
is very close to the real rating, while some other cases are
not. We analyze the meta-results, and find the reason is: for
the latter test pairs, it usually happens that those users have
few raters in their subgraph, or the raters’ opinions are
largely different from one another. In fact, this is what usu-
ally happens in real life. FluidRating is proposed exactly for
modeling how a user formulates his opinion by combining
the influence from different opinions over time. The impact
factors and their effects are discussed in detail below.

7.2.2 The Effects of Aggregation Methods

As mentioned before, we design four aggregation methods:
FluidRating I, FluidRating II, FluidRating III, and FluidRat-
ing IV. The accuracy results are shown in Fig. 7. The sub fig-
ures on the top show the Fscore of high rating prediction
(rating � 3), while those in the middle show that of low rat-
ing prediction (rating < 3), and the sub figures at the bot-
tom show the RMSE. We have several findings.

1) The accuracy results of k ¼ 1 are very close to the
later ones, which validates the existence of “first influ-
ence” again. It also indicates that the algorithm con-
verges quickly, and it gets steady after 50 rounds. For
instance, the meta results using FluidRating II (q ¼ 0:5)

shows that: jRMSEiþ1 �RMSEij < 0:008, when i ¼ 25;

and jRMSEiþ1 �RMSEij < 0:0001, when i ¼ 50.

2) The accuracy of predicting high ratings is much
higher. That is, Fh is at least over 80 percent. However, the
accuracy is lower when predicting low ratings, with Fl

being less than 40 percent. We argue that it is because there
are more high ratings (than low ratings) in the data set: (a)
Epinions is a friendly web community where the average
rating is about 4 (the maximum is 5) [9]; (b) online users
tend to avoid negative ratings, because of fear of retaliation
from other parties. The meta result in Table 5 validates this,
in which Ah > 2;400, while Al < 450.

We further analyze why it is easier to predict high rat-
ings. Since there are far more high ratings in the data set, it
is common that for any target non-rater whose rating is
being predicted, the surrounded raters give high ratings; or,
there are more high ratings than low ratings among the sur-
rounded raters. Then it is natural that the target’s predicted
rating is not low.

3) The accuracy of FluidRating I, FluidRating III, and
FluidRating IV, are better and more stable than Fluid-
Rating II (q ¼ 0:5). The reason is that, the sampling temper-
ature in a later time is actually the accumulation of the
earlier ones. FluidRating II gives more weight to earlier

Fig. 7. The accuracy of using FluidRating I, FluidRating II, FluidRating III, FluidRating IV.

TABLE 5
The Meta Accuracy Result of FluidRating IV

k Ah Bh Ah \Bh Al Bl Al \Bl

1 2,442 2,441 2,181 433 434 173
25 2,470 2,428 2,167 442 484 181
50 2,484 2,441 2,179 444 487 182
75 2,487 2,439 2,179 443 491 183
100 2,490 2,446 2,187 442 486 183
125 2,488 2,444 2,185 443 487 184
150 2,490 2,448 2,189 443 485 184
175 2,494 2,451 2,188 444 487 181
200 2,495 2,451 2,188 445 489 182
225 2,495 2,450 2,189 445 490 184
250 2,496 2,453 2,190 445 488 182
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samples, which may lead to information reuse. In addition,
the performance of FluidRating III and FluidRating IV are
very close to each other. That is because, FluidRating III
gives more weight to the current samples (i.e., kth sample);
meanwhile, FluidRating IV can be taken as an extreme
case of FluidRating III, which gives full weight (i.e., 1) to
the current sample. These findings validate the feasibility
of our sample aggregation approaches; it also suggests that
a decreasing weight sequence is better.

Since the four aggregation approaches show similar pat-
terns, in the following experiments (if not specified), we
take the results of FluidRating IV as the default.

7.2.3 The Effects of Leak Proportion

We set uniform leakage at the end of each time slot. The
result of using FluidRating 3 is shown in Fig. 8a. We can see
that the RMSE is reduced significantly when the leak pro-
portion changes from 0 to 0.04, and then becomes smooth
after that. The change of Fh and Fl seems insignificant com-
pared to RMSE. This finding indicates that, proper settings
of leak proportion can reduce the deviation between the
predicted rating and real rating, with little changes of rela-
tive accuracy (i.e., Fscore).

7.2.4 The Effects of Time Slot and Sample Number

We test the effects of the time slot, D, as shown in Fig. 8b
(other parameters use default set: k ¼ 250, maximum
length ¼ 3). The accuracy shows a smooth change with
respect to D. The effects of sample number (i.e., the total
number of rounds), are shown in Fig. 7. The results validate
two important things: “the first influence”, and the conver-
gence of our proposed algorithm.

7.2.5 The Effects of Initial Opinion

To test the effect of the initial opinion, we set the initial fluid
height of each non-rater randomly in the range of ð0; uÞ, and
the fluid temperature randomly in the range of ½1; 5�. Fig. 8c
shows the result of u 2 ½0; 0:08�. The most top sub figure
shows the Fscore for high ratings (Fh), themiddle for low rat-
ings (Fl), and the bottom for RMSE. The results show that
both Fh andRMSE reduce smoothly and insignificantly along
with the maximum initial height; meanwhile, Fl is improved
relatively significantly. Taking the result of u 2 ½0:01; 0:08�
for instance, Fh is reduced from 0.63 percent (u ¼ 0:01) to
1.33 percent (u ¼ 0:05), andRMSE is reduced from 1.8 percent
(u ¼ 0:01) to 2.5 percent (u ¼ 0:06). Fl is increased from
2.33 percent (u ¼ 0:03) to 5.63 percent (u ¼ 0:07).

As shown in Table 6 (where u0 is a temporary variable),
we change the initial fluid heights to fall into the range of
½0; 0:8�, and the result shows a similar pattern (with a larger
reduction, i.e., Fh is reduced by at most 1.28 percent , Fl by
9.39 percent and RMSE by 5.51 percent ); when the range is
set to be ½0; 8�, the accuracy decreases sharply (i.e., Fh is
reduced by at most 4.7 percent , and RMSE by 13.15 percent;

Fig. 8. The effects of impact factors, taking FluidRating IV for instance: (a) leak proportion for reflecting the “forgetting” feature; (b) D for the time slot;
and (c) u for the initial fluid height.

TABLE 6
The Meta Accuracy Result of FluidRating IV, with Respect to Initial Opinion

u0 u � 0:01u0 u � 0:1u0 u � u0

Fh Fl RMSE Fh Fl RMSE Fh Fl RMSE

0 0.8867 0.3709 1.1775 0.8867 0.3709 1.1775 0.8867 0.3709 1.1775
1 0.8811 0.3893 1.1987 0.8785 0.3899 1.1904 0.8766 0.3761 1.2011
2 0.8792 0.3937 1.2001 0.8794 0.3953 1.1952 0.8733 0.3847 1.2348
3 0.8775 0.3795 1.1999 0.8823 0.3996 1.1992 0.8698 0.3732 1.2686
4 0.8784 0.3895 1.2032 0.8792 0.3882 1.2074 0.8599 0.3638 1.2882
5 0.8749 0.38 1.2047 0.8756 0.3748 1.2137 0.8561 0.3563 1.2992
6 0.8775 0.3892 1.207 0.8791 0.4057 1.2241 0.8494 0.3576 1.3122
7 0.8794 0.3911 1.206 0.8772 0.3947 1.2424 0.8475 0.3382 1.3213
8 0.8764 0.3846 1.2057 0.8753 0.3851 1.2368 0.8449 0.3336 1.3323

TABLE 7
The Effects of Considering Persuasiveness:
Non-Uniform Container Size (Y) or Not (N)

Fh Fl RMSE

Length N Y N Y N Y

1 0.8955 0.8959 0.3977 0.3735 1.1889 1.1889
2 0.8051 0.8864 0.3427 0.3913 1.4221 1.2203
3 0.7807 0.8928 0.3467 0.373 1.5252 1.2226
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Fl first increases then reduces by 10.05 percent , with the
changing point at u ¼ 3). It indicates that the initial opinion
does affect the prediction accuracy. In addition, it cannot be
taken as too large of a portion.

7.2.6 The Effects of Persuasiveness

We compare the accuracy of considering persuasiveness or
not. When considered, the cross-sectional area b is set to be
non-uniform. Currently, we set three different levels. When
the user gives ratings to more than 10 items, b ¼ 0:5; when
he gives ratings to less than 10, but more than five items,
b ¼ 0:75; when he gives ratings to less than five items, b ¼ 1.
When not considering persuasiveness, all cross-sectional
areas are set to be b ¼ 1. Table 7 shows the resulting
accuracy. We can see that non-uniform container size pro-
duces a higher Fscore, and less RMSE. Particularly when
the length is increased, the performance of uniform size
decreases sharply, while that of non-uniform remains rather
stable. The finding indicates the advantage of considering
the feature of persuasiveness.

7.2.7 Comparison of Multiple Algorithms

We compare the Fscore and RMSE of using several trust-
based recommendation methods. As shown in Fig. 9, Fluid-
Rating beats MoleTrust, RandomWalk, and Personalized
Pagerank; meanwhile, TidalTrust performs almost as well
as FluidRating. We analyze the reason to be that, TidalTrust
takes the shortest and strongest recommendation path for
rating prediction, which is exactly taking the first influence.
In addition, the RMSE of using FluidRating I is 2.65 percent
less than that of using TidalTrust (the best among other
approaches) when maximum length=3, while the improve-
ment of Fh is 3.29 percent, and that of Fl is 4.17 percent.
That is to say, the proposed method shows slightly better
precision. The achievement indicates its reasonability.

Moreover, the main contribution of this paper is to pro-
vide a novel and natural approach to understand and
to model the process of opinion formulation in trust-based
recommendation systems.

7.3 Summary of Experiments

Experimental results show that users’ opinions do evolve
with time, and verify the existence of the first influence
phenomenon. The FluidRating model can flexibly handle
those key points. The effects of multiple factors are tested.
The proper settings of persuasiveness, forgetting, and initial
opinions can benefit the prediction.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Recommendation systems aim to predict the opinions of
users on a target item, in order to determine whether or
not to recommend the item to them. However, existing
work focuses on the static rating prediction at the current
time, and the prediction is usually conducted on a single
user. To overcome the problems, we identify three features
of human personality in forming and propagating recom-
mendation: persistency, persuasiveness, and forgetting.
The first two features can address the two challenges of
forming opinions and refining them, respectively. The last
feature can reflect the common truth of limited memory.
Based on this, we propose a novel time-evolving rating
prediction scheme using fluid dynamics theory, FluidRat-
ing. Fluid bears two dimensions of information: the tem-
perature is taken as “opinion/rating,” and the height is
deemed as the “persistency” of the opinion. In this way,
the two challenges of forming and refining opinions are
solved naturally and gracefully. The experiments in Epi-
nions, validate the reasonability and the effectiveness of
the proposed model.

In future work, we will consider the evolution of the cir-
cle from a user’s predicted rating to his real experience, and
then to his trusted friends’ rating.
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